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◾ Medicine, Agriculture, water management...
◽ Duality of solutions in the world: rich­formal / poor­informal
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Health example
Global Forum for health research. Forum 11 report. 2007
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Hunger example
 Halving hunger: it can be done”, Millenium Project, 2005
            









            








            













◾ how to make solvent the insolvent people (giving them 
decision-making power)
            




            








            






            











◾ about 33% could be accounted as R4D contribution
◽   24 recognized development groups 
◾ aimed to become research/action groups
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Universities and Dev. Coop.
◾ CRUE ­> CEURI (CEURIC) ­> C CUD
◾ (coordinating ~ 40 spanish universities)
◾ Strategy:  
◾ ESCUDE 2000
◽ more than 16 vice-chancellors with DC in its name
◾ Conduct Code on Development Cooperation 2006
◽ 46 universities adhered
◾ Workgroups
◾ Instruments on Universitary Development Cooperation
◾ Quality and Evaluation tools
◾ Cooperation networks
◾ Common tools
◾ CUD Observatory (OCUD):  www.ocud.org
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Map extract
            












            












            




◾ in the framework of the 2005 Paris Declaration and the European 
consensus on Development Cooperation... 
◾ aiming to long-term collaboration and making attention to 






◾ in agreement with Paris Declaration Principles
◾ in accordance with current praised indicators in R&D
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SP. DC Director Plan 09­12
            




T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3 T4 T1 T2 T3
1 EFICACIA DE LA AYUDA
2 MULTILATERALISMO ACTIVO Y EFICAZ
3 COHERENCIA DE POLÍTICAS
4 EDUCACIÓN PARA EL DESARROLLO
5
INVESTIGACIÓN, INNOVACIÓN Y ESTUDIOS 
SOBRE EL DESARROLLO
6 CAPACIDADES INSTITUCIONALES Y HUMANAS
7
CONSENSO, COORDINACIÓN Y 
COMPLEMENTARIEDAD
2012
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CONCLUSION
◾ Specific researches on poverty related problems 
are needed.
◾ R&D support system has a great experience on 
promoting research lines and institutions. 
◽ Many of its methods can be successfully employed
◾ R4D can open new trends and opportunities.
◽ Both in north and south's countries
◾ Important resources and capabilities in universi­
ties and research centers... but not yet fully used
◾ We need urgently to boost incentives and launch 
strategies to efficiently deploy those skills.
